...Be calm
relaxed
f ind your space
soothing
comforting
refreshed...

S Y M B I O S I S

Music for Deep Relaxation,
Holistic Therapies and Healing

‘A treat for the head,
heart and ears!’

A

re you looking for music for deep relaxation; something to make
you feel inspired; or for a gentle accompaniment on an inner
journey? If so,why not float away with Symbiosis?

A musical note from Clive Williamson of Symbiosis
“Music plays a powerful role in our lives. It can take us down memory
lane, distract us, excite and uplift. The challenge for us as composers
and musicians is to create ambient music that is both relaxing and
musically valid. Judging by the feedback from our hundreds of
customers over more than ten years, we have succeeded. We know
too the importance of listening to our customers, which is why we’ve
created the guide opposite to make it easier to choose the right album
for your needs.”

				 Frequently Asked Questions
					
					
					

“Who uses your music to relax?”
Individuals; therapists and their 		
clients; hospitals; businesses.

					
“Is your music all played
						on synthesizers?”
						
No! Our policy is to use natural
						
instruments like flutes or 		
					
acoustic guitar wherever 		
						 possible, blended with delicate
						 keyboard soundscapes.
						“Why are there few tunes?”
					
Tunes can prevent really deep 		
					
relaxation, so our music is usually 		
				
free-flowing and melodic, allowing 		
					
listeners to create their own space.
To hear our Music visit our WEBSITE:

www.symbiosis-music.com
or search for “symbiosis” on iTunes
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Guide to using Symbiosis Music
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AOTEAROA (Page 12)

Colour/Crystal Therapy









Tears of the Moon (Page 11)

Sea of Light (Page 7)





Holistic Massage

Lake of Dreams (Page 10)

Amber & Jade (Page 6)






Autumn Days (Page 9)

The Comfort Zone (Page 5)
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Relaxing Listening

Song of the
Peach Tree Spring (Page 8)

Touching the Clouds (Page 4)

(based on customer feedback)





















































Schools / Education
Nature Sounds
Over 60 Minutes Long
Tracks Flow Together
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 Very good
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Touching the Clouds
‘One of the best stress-relieving albums on the planet’

T

ouching the Clouds has well over an hour of spacious
music to calm the mind and soothe the spirit. Created
To u c h i n g
specially for deep relaxation and for use in complementary
the
therapies, the album evokes a unique atmosphere of peace
Clouds
and healing. Research has proved its ability to lower the
Gentle music for deep relaxation
heartbeat rate and hence help to reduce stress. The tracks
blend harmoniously one into another, creating a continuous
ambience of healing and calm, and there are very few tunes or themes in the
work to distract the listener and prevent
Heartbeat Rate (bpm)
really deep relaxation.
77.0
78.0
79.0
80.0
SYMBIOSIS

76.5

W

ith Touching the Clouds,
Symbiosis have achieved a
remarkable balance – this is music which
is beautifully played and recorded but
which leaves space for the listener to
explore freely – and to relax with a
profound sense of Zen-like inner peace.
(72 mins CD, 72 or 90 mins download)

‘Acclaimed for its proven
therapeutic use... it is one of the
best stress-relieving albums on
the planet!’
(Ambience, Australia)

‘A treat for the head, heart and
ears! I love this album...’
(Bill Martin, Catalist)

The graph shows Touching the Clouds achieving
the lowest heartbeat rate in research at Kingston
University in Surrey into the benefits of using Music
for Relaxation. (Shorter bars are better)
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Heartbeat Rate
Before Music

Music Played
Music for Zen
Meditation
Jazz
(Miles Davis)
Adagio
(Albinoni)
Heavy Metal
(Def Leppard)
Touching the
Clouds
(Symbiosis)
Electro
Acoustic
New Age
(Fairy Ring)
Gregorian
Chant
Baroque
Adagietto
(Vivaldi)
Relaxing Vocal
(Enya)
Relaxation
(D. Naegele)

77.5

78.5

79.5

from Symbiosis:
		Peaceful Simplicity;
				Delicious Serenity...

T

ake all the time you need – or as much time as you can spare – to bathe in
the soothing music of Symbiosis at their deeply calming best! The Comfort
Zone is the ultimate ‘quick fix’ in relaxation, with 60 minutes of the most
deliciously relaxing pieces made by the group so far. Listen to the
whole album, or individual tracks.
The music on this CD compilation
has been carefully chosen to create
a peaceful ambience whenever and
wherever you need it!

T

o help you bring even more
tranquillity into your life, the
accompanying booklet features a
unique ‘Top Ten relaxation tips’
from leading Naturopath, herbalist
and nutritionist Max Tomlinson
(pictured right).
Make time for yourself and enjoy this beautiful music at
the amazingly low price of only £9.95.

Featuring
Featuring the
the harmonious
harmonious
flute-playing
flute-playing of
of John
John Hackett
Hackett
Playing Time: 60 mins
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Amber AND Jade
‘This is Heavenly Music…’

Denise Linn

I

n a unique collaboration, Symbiosis have specially
composed the soundtracks for three sets of guided
meditations for the internationally acclaimed lecturer,
healer and author Denise Linn. Amber and Jade
includes a suite of music from her double tape set
Gentle music for relaxation by
Phoenix Rising, and features one unforgettable piece
SymBIOSIS
entitled The Beauty Within which, in the words of
critic Brian Lee, “approaches perfection” for this genre of music.
AmBER

And

JaDE

M

ellifluous flute-playing, gentle acoustic guitar, symphonic strings
and pastoral nature sounds all help to produce one of the most
peaceful, harmonious and calming albums ever written for deep relaxation
and healing.
(Playing time: 74 mins)

Ideal for therapists –
Over 70 minutes long

‘Holistic practitioners, healers and those performing massage,
yoga and reiki – or simply meditating or relaxing on their own
– will find this music of immeasurable benefit and comfort.’
New Spirit

‘Their work has a rare honesty that grows out of their wish to
create music that complements the therapist’s work’
Brian Lee, Caduceus

*Symbiosis can be heard on Denise Linn’s guided meditation albums Angels! Angels! Angels!,
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Dreams, Phoenix Rising and the new release: Secrets and Mysteries, The Glory and Pleasure of
being a Woman (2 CD set). All available for download from iTunes. For further information
visit the Symbiosis website or contact QED Productions Ltd on 01707 648800.

Sea of Li Ïhª
Use this album to bring Colour
and Light into your Life!

T

his is a sublime journey in sound from rich, grounding Red to divine
and meditative Violet, through the energy of Orange, the clarity of
Yellow, the harmony of Green and the gentle and healing peace of Blue. The
CD’s accompanying 12-page booklet includes original colour abstracts and
written meditations for the seven rainbow colours.

V

ibrant, serene and pure, Sea of Light is a harmonious and highly
musical album including flutes, acoustic guitar and piano. The two
vibrations which can most profoundly and directly affect our emotions and
our sense of well-being are colour and sound: the music on this disc is an
inspired combination of the two!
(Playing time: 68 minutes)

S Y M B I O S I S

Sea
of

Li Ïhª
A series of Colour Meditations in music
for Relaxation, Visualisation and Healing

Featured colours: Deep Yellow; Red; Orange; Pale Yellow; Green;
Blue; Indigo; Violet; Amethyst; Grey; Apple Green; Deep Blue;
Peach; Turquoise; Silver; Rose Pink; Gold
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Song of the
PEACH TREE SPRING

S

ong of the Peach Tree Spring was inspired by the work of the 8th
Century Chinese poet Wang Wei, whose sensitive writing conjures
up tranquil images of nature and the elements. His most poignant poem
is a Shangri-la style tale which provides the title for this album. These
recordings echo the tender sense of peace evoked in his words.

T

his CD plays for 69 minutes and is long enough to last throughout
most relaxation or holistic therapy sessions. So whether you are a
practitioner, or simply need to unwind, let this album help you to find
peaceful, healing, deep relaxation.
S Y M B I O S I S

“Consistently lovely and
Zen-flavoured music…
Beautiful”

Song of the

PEACH TREE
SPRING

HEARTSONG REVIEW, U.S.A
Timeless music for quiet contemplation
and inner peace

‘When spring comes, everywhere
there are peach blossom streams
No one can tell which may be
the spring of paradise.’
WANG WEI *
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*from Penguin Classics “Poems of Wang Wei” translated by G.W. Robinson

Autumn Days
A magical journey to
refresh the mind and uplift
the spirit!

T

r avel from summer
woodlands to distant shores
via far Eastern temples,
Spanish castles and tranquil
North American lakes.
Autumn Days features the
sounds of flutes from around
the world, dreamy autoharp,
ambient guitars, soprano sax and soft
percussion, blended
A u t u m n D ay s
with the sounds of
nature and the sea. Gently
energizing, this album is ideal for entertaining, or
for the therapist at the end of a hard day!
Autumn Days plays for 51 minutes on CD; the
iTunes download features new cover art and
four bonus tracks from the Symbiosis concert
repertoire.

SYMBIOSIS
Playing Time - 51 mins

Hear Autumn Days on the Symbiosis website:

www.symbiosis-music.com
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LAKE OF DREAMS
S

low Latin jazz, ambient classical, and
global beats: Lake of Dreams is the perfect
introduction to the best of Symbiosis! More than
an hour of atmospheric music suitable for relaxing
listening, and features several tracks not yet
available elsewhere. The CD has three bonus tracks
and a total playing time of 78 minutes.

by S Y M B I O S I S

Symbiosis are:
Richard Bolton (guitars, cello)
John Hackett
(flutes, keyboards, guitar)

Clive Williamson (keyboards, flutes,

autoharp, world percussion, voice)

Guest musicians on the Symbiosis albums include:
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Sarah Devonald – oboe & cor anglais; Ashley Drees – cittern
and mandolin; Michèle Drees – percussion; Rupert Flindt
– fretless bass; Maloviere – violin, tsimbala and voice;
Nicki Paxman – violin and keyboards; Ian Ritchie –
soprano sax; Emily Sinclair – flute and voice
‘Warriors’ etching by Penny Grant

Tears of the Moon
‘…this spine-tingling album…’

Mind Body & Spirit Book Club

D

efinitely not for therapy! This is a musical story drawing its inspiration
from a legend. The South American Incas knew the precious metal silver
by the evocative name Tears of the Moon. Now the mythic atmosphere of
that lost civilization has been reborn in this spine-tingling album. This is an
extraordinary work which stimulates the imagination. It gives a real sense
of journeying through space, time and the elements and it is perfect for
encouraging creativity, visualisation, relaxation at home, at work, or while
travelling.

Playing Time: 74 mins

W

e make use of a wide range of evocative timbres and colours, including
haunting ambient soundscapes counter-pointed by serene oboe and
cor anglais; mellow and joyful flutes; and lyrical Latin-tinged guitar. A gentle
rhythmic pulse is provided on some tracks by a variety of global percussion.
Like the soundtrack of an imaginary film, each piece resonates with echoes of
past ages and distant lands. Tears of the Moon will grant you the perfect escape
from the everyday, while igniting your creativity.
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Beautiful nature sounds from…

AOTEAROA
‘Land of the Long White Cloud’

L

ose yourself in the enchanting calls of Bellbirds, Kaka and Tui. Or simply
picture yourself on an endless Pacific beach at sunset, lulled by the music of
the gently lapping waves. Listen to AOTEAROA* and get as far away from it all
as you possibly can!

T

hese wonderful recordings capture the true beauty of the nature and
landscape of New Zealand – first known to the Maori as AOTEAROA – or
the ‘Land of the Long White Cloud’. With gently calming early morning forest
and bush atmospheres, the ebb and flow of the Pacific ocean, distant rolling
thunder and the sounds of hot springs, glowworm caves and boiling mud
pools, you’ll enjoy relaxing to these ‘postcards in sound’ from a remarkable
natural haven!
Sales of this album support bird conservation
in New Zealand

* Pronounced: ‘ow-tee(a)-roa’
For more information visit: www.symbiosis-music.com

Playing Time: 52 mins

Recorded by Clive Williamson of Symbiosis
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Supporting Conservation!

D

iversity is the spice of life, and Symbiosis is passionate about the need
for conservation as well as the healing power of laughter. That’s why we
actively support…

BUTTERFLY
CONSERVATION

A portion of the royalties from sales of the Touching the
Clouds cassette is donated to the British charity Butterfly
Conservation, helping to restore butterfly populations to the
UK’s countryside and urban areas.
www.butterfly-conservation.org
(Phone: 01929 400209)

Symbiosis are helping rare New Zealand birds like the Takahe (pictured below),
Stitchbird and Saddleback by supporting conservation projects
on Tiritiri Matangi Island through sales of the AOTEAROA
album. Members of the public can visit the island, which is
near Auckland, to see many of New Zealand’s indigenous
birds and plants in their natural
surroundings. The island is run
by the NZ’s Department of
Conservation, and Supporters of
Tiritiri Matangi donate valuable
time or money (or both!) to help.
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What you say about us...
‘Many thanks for hours of wonderful music’
Yoga Teacher, Tring

‘I was absolutely enthralled by the beautiful music’
Customer, Kent …about Touching the Clouds

‘Of all I’ve heard, Touching the Clouds is still my
(and my clients’) favourite CD’
Holistic Practitioner, Glasgow

‘I think Touching the Clouds is WONDERFUL’
Customer, Bury St Edmunds

‘We and our patients find Amber and Jade excellent
for relaxation’
Healer, Salisbury

‘Out of all my music Amber and Jade is my favourite –
it’s wonderful’
Reflexologist & Massage Practitioner, Eastbourne

‘I have about a hundred of these kind of albums but I choose
to play Sea of Light a lot – it’s fantastic!’
Acupuncturist, Northampton

How to contact us...
To order by post, please complete the order form opposite and send to:
Symbiosis Music, 14 Ash Hill Road, Torquay, Devon, TQ1 3HZ, U.K.
(Please allow up to 21 days for delivery)
For Credit Card orders visit use the Symbiosis website or for downloads you
can find us on iTunes by searching for “symbiosis”
Telephone: 01803 293030 By Email: relax@symbiosis-music.com
Website / Order Online: www.symbiosis-music.com

Visit us online at the Symbiosis Website:

www.symbiosis-music.com
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New Prices...
All Symbiosis CDs
now only £9.95!
ORDER FORM

Please send order form to: Symbiosis Music, 14 Ash Hill Road, Torquay,
Devon, TQ1 3HZ, U.K. (Please allow 21 days for delivery)

Touching the Clouds 72min CD £9.95 …………
Amber and Jade

74min CD £9.95 …………

The Comfort Zone 60min CD £9.95 …………

AOTEAROA
52min CD £9.95 …………
Nature Sounds of New Zealand

Dancing in Your
Dreams

68min CD £9.95 ………… JOHN HACKETT

Sea of Light

Velvet Afternoon

Song of the
69min CD £9.95 …………
Peach Tree Spring
Autumn Days

51min CD £9.95 …………

67min CD £9.95 …………

43min CD £9.99 …………

NEW...

Prelude to Summer 51min CD £9.99 …………

DENISE LINN & SYMBIOSIS

Tears of the Moon 74min CD £9.95 …………

Secrets & Mysteries 108min CD£13.99 …………
(The Glory & Peasure of being a Woman)

Lake of Dreams

Extra copies of catalogue

78min CD £9.95 …………

FREE …………

Please send me the albums I have chosen above.
NB: Please add Postage & Packing costs to your order as follows...
1 CD: £1.50; 2 CDs £2.25; 3 or more CDs: £2.75

I enclose £ ................... (Please make cheques payable to “Symbiosis Music” in £ Sterling only)
Method of payment:

 Cheque  Postal Order

(For credit card orders please visit our PayPal store online at www.symbiosis-music.com)

Email ............................................................................................................ (optional)



Name ..........................................................................................................................
Address ......................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................
Postcode ............................... Telephone ...........................................................

06/15

To hear or buy our music and nature sounds online:

Search for ‘symbiosis’ on iTunes
or visit the Symbiosis Website: www.symbiosis-music.com
Symbiosis Music, 14 Ash Hill Road, Torquay, Devon, TQ1 3HZ, U.K.
Phone: +44 (0) 1803 293030 Email: relax@symbiosis-music.com
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Float away with…

SYMBIOSIS
SYMBIOSIS

To u c h in g
the
C l o u ds

AmBER

And

JaDE

S Y M B I O S I S

Sea
of

Peaceful music for Relaxation,
Healing & Meditation by

Gentle music for deep relaxation

SymBIOSIS

Li Ïhª
A series of Colour Meditations in music
for Relaxation, Visualisation and Healing

S Y M B I O S I S

Song of the

PEACH TREE
SPRING

Timeless music for quiet contemplation
and inner peace

A u t u m n D ay s

AOTEAR OA

Beautiful nature sounds
from New Zealand recorded by

by S Y M B I O S I S

SYMBIOSIS

SYMBIOSIS

Music and Nature Sounds for Relaxation, Holistic Therapies,
Creativity and Healing – Available from:
Symbiosis Music, 14 Ash Hill Road, Torquay, Devon, TQ1 3HZ, U.K.
Phone 01803 293030 (during office hours only)
Website www.symbiosis-music.com
Email relax@symbiosis-music.com
or listen and buy from iTunes (search for “symbiosis”)

New from

S Y M B I O S I S

Dancing in yourDreams
L

ilting Latin rhythms; mysterious sounds from the rain forest;
the magic of Moorish castles and joyful savannah journeys ~
Symbiosis connect with the pulse of the planet throughout this
wonderful collection. Previously acclaimed for relaxation albums
like Touching the Clouds and Amber and Jade, at last the group
celebrates its rhythmic side!

D

rawing inspiration from around the globe, Symbiosis have
created a unique musical fusion which is by turns atmospheric,
uplifting and energizing. Featuring John Hackett (flutes); Richard
Bolton (guitars); Ashley Drees (cittern, mandolin & percussion);
and Clive Williamson (keyboards & wind synth), these gentle global
grooves blend instruments and styles from Africa, Australia, Asia,
Spain and South America. Relax and enjoy this timeless music…
Hopefully you will soon be Dancing in your Dreams!

Track Listing ~ Sacred Places* ~ Layers
of Shade† ~ Dancing with the Dawn
~ Tunisia * ~ Snake Charmer ~ Bahia
Nova† ~ Alhambra† ~ Sesamum Seed &
Rice ~ Dancing to the Heartbeat of the
World * ~ Breathless ~ Prime Number ~
Amazonia ~ Gold ~ Earth Chant †
Retail Price: £9.95
(plus £1.50 world-wide Postage & Packing)
Playing Time: over 67 minutes. * Previously unreleased.

†

Remixed 2005.

SYMBIOSIS MUSIC, 14 ASH HILL ROAD, TORQUAY, DEVON, TQ1 3HZ, U.K.
www.symbiosis-music.com
 +44 (0)1803 293030

Velvet Afternoon
Original Compositions for Flute and Piano

J

ohn Hackett is best known for his superb flute-playing on albums by guitarist Steve
Hackett and by the ambient group Symbiosis. His latest recording is the long-awaited
debut album of his own compositions for flute and piano, featuring the accomplished
pianist Sally Goodworth.
n Velvet Afternoon, John Hackett was inspired
by the music of Erik Satie, Fauré, Mozart, and
other influential composers and the resulting
album is richly melodic. The style is distinctly classical
but the emphasis is on good tunes with a relaxing
contemporary feel. Following on from the success of
Sketches of Satie, where John and his brother Steve
beautifully re-interpreted Erik Satie’s piano works on
flute and guitar, John Hackett now proves that he is a
gifted composer in his own right. The combination of
John’s flute-playing and Sally Goodworth’s mellifluous
piano accompaniment makes this
the perfect album to relax to.

O

“A wonderful showcase of the man’s talent both as a
composer and a performer. The combination of piano and
flute is by turns mesmerising and enchanting.
An album that will delight ... bravo, maestro!”
ALAN HEWITT, EDITOR OF ‘THE WAITING ROOM’

“Well played and realistically recorded ... This is
undemanding music for easy listening, but several
pieces have real staying power.” ★★★ ‘DAILY MAIL’
“This album’s unhurried, timeless beauty is
wonderful to relax to ... ” ‘CLASSIC ROCK SOCIETY’
John Hackett studied Music at Sheffield University. As an original
member of Steve Hackett’s band, John regularly toured the USA and
Europe and appears on several of Steve’s albums including ‘Voyage of
the Acolyte’ and ‘Please Don’t Touch’. He later became a member of
the English Flute Quartet, performing with them at the Purcell Room.
John’s playing is often heard both on TV and Radio, particularly on
atmospheric and relaxing pieces by the group Symbiosis.
Available for £11.49 inc. P&P from: Symbiosis Music, 14 Ash Hill Road, Torquay, Devon, TQ1 3HZ

